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ABSTRACT OF TIE DISCLOSURE 
A multiple barrel ?rearm such as a rifle suitable for 

hunting or sporting purposes. The ?rearm includes a pair 
of hammers and a pair of triggers. A longitudinally shift 
able safety member extends between the pair of triggers 
and has a pair of control pins which respectively coact 
‘with cam portions of a pair of safety pawls which re 
spectively coact with catch projections of the hammers to 
maintain the latter against operation. In addition the ham 
mers have catch projections with which a pair of Sears 
coact, these sears being actuated by the triggers, and the 
same longitudinal safety member which carries the con 
trol pins which control the safety pawls also carries trigger 
safety pins which coact with the triggers to prevent opera 
tion thereof when the longitudinally shiftable safety 
member is in a safety position. 

Background of the invention 
The present invention relates to an ‘automatic hammer 

safety device for multiple barrel hunting and sporting 
?rearms. 
While safety devices for hunting and sporting ?rearms 

are known, these safety devices, which act as trigger safety 
devices or sear safety devices, do not perform satisfac 
torily under all conditions. 

Thus, the trigger safety devices coact only with the 
triggers and take the form of pins, cams, or similar ele 
rnents which block the actuation of a safety slide. Be-' 
cause of the prevention of the movement of the triggers 
with such constructions, the raising of the sears out of en 
gagement with catch projections of the hammers, and thus 
the ?ring of the ?rearm, is prevented. This type of safety 
is extremely unreliable, since there is no absolute preven 
tion of ‘operation of the remainder of the trigger mecha 
nism, such as the sears and hammers which, upon fall 
ing, impact, or a blow on the ?rearm, can be released 
for operation and can produce accidental ?ring of the 
?rearm. 

Furthermore, the so-called sear safety devices include 
levers or similar safety elements of different types of con 
struction which are supposed to prevent movement of the 
sears so that when the triggers are operated the cocked 
hammers will still not be released. This type of safety de 
vice has the great disadvantage that it also relies only 
upon the prevention of operation of a scar to prevent op 
eration of a hammer, and thus, in response to a blow, a 
fall, or an impact, this construction also can jump out of 
its safety position coacting with a catch projection of the 
hammer so as to release the cocked hammer and thus 
?re the ?rearm inadvertently. 

The two types of safety constructions are often used 
in combination with each other. An absolute safety is, 
however, not provided since those components of the 
trigger mechanism which bring about the ignition of the 
cartridge do not directly hold the hammer against opera 
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tion, which is to say against inadvertent operation due to 
falling, impacts, or blows. 

Summary of the invention 

It is thus a primary object of the present invention to 
avoid these drawbacks. 

In particular, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a construction which will fully exclude the pos 
sibility of unintentional ?ring of a ?rearm which is placed 
in a safety position and which is cocked and loaded. 

Thus, it is an object of the invention to provide a safety 
structure whose elements, when the safety structure is 
in its safety position, block the hammers of the ?rearm 
and which provide for cocking the hammers when the ?re 
arm is in its safety position, even after ?ring of a single 
shot. 

In accordance with the invention these results are 
achieved by providing between a pair of triggers of the 
?rearm a longitudinally shiftable safety member having a 
pair of control pins which respectively coact with a pair 
of safety pawls pivoted to a trigger plate and acted upon 
by a pair of safety springs, these safety pawls respectively 
coacting with the hammers. 
In order to provide for the safety securing of the ham 

mers when the ?rearm is not cocked, the safety pawls are 
constantly urged by the safety springs against the rear 
edges of the hammers. 

Thus, this arrangement guarantees that upon opening 
of the ?rearm, when the barrels are turned downwardly 
with respect to the stock, the components automatically 
are brought into their operative positions. In this way, be 
fore the ?rearm is closed in cocked and loaded condition, 
the hammers and triggers are blocked against inadvertent 
operation and ?ring of the ?rearm by a blow, impact, or 
fall in an absolutely reliable manner. The proper opera 
tion of all of the safety elements is assured by assembling 
the trigger plate into a unitary construction with the 
breach piece by means of suitable fastener structures. 

Brief description of the drawings 

The invention is illustrated by way of example in the 
accompanying drawings, in connection with a double 
barrelled ri?e, and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal fragmentary sectional eleva 
tion of the ?rearm shown in cocked condition with the 
safety mechanism in the safety position; 
FIG. 2 is a longitudinal section of the ?rearm with 

the safety structures released and with one barrel ?red; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary plan view of the structure of 

FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a longitudinal sectional elevation showing 

the ?rearm where barrels thereof have already been ?red 
and where the safety structure is in the safety position; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary View illustrating how the 

structure of the invention operates; 
FIG. 6 shows the structure in connection with the 

breech mechanism; and 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary plan view illustrating how the 

breech lock and longitudinal safety member of the in 
vention coact. 

Description of a preferred embodiment 

Referring now to the drawings, there are, in a breech 
piece 21 (FIG. 6), a pair of hammers 1 and 2 which are 
turnable upon a common hammer pivot 3 and which are 
respectively under the pressure of a pair of hammer 
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springs 4. A right trigger 5 and a left trigger 6 are sup 
ported for rotary movement by a trigger pivot 7 which is 
parallel to the hammer pivot 3 and located behind the 
latter. Both of the triggers are constantly urged into their 
initial trigger positions by a pair of sears 8 .and 9 through 
the medium of a pair of springs 11 and 11a which respec 
tively act on the scars 8 and 9 to cause them to urge the 
triggers to their starting positions, respectively, as is most 
clearly apparent from FIG. 2. Over the hammers 1 and 
2, the right sear 8 and the left sear 9 are supported for 
turning movement on a common sear pivot 10 which is 
parallel to the pivots 3 and '7. 
The hammers .1 and 2 are respectively provided at their 

rear edges with catch projections 1a and 2a with which 
the teeth 8a and 9a of the sears 8 and 9 coact so that the 
sears can releasably maintain the hammers in their cocked 
positions, respectively. When the ?rearm is cocked, the 
sears 8 and 9, under the pressure of the sear springs 11 
and 11a, respectively, engage with their teeth 8a and 
9a, respectively, hammer catch projections 1a and 2a, and 
at the same time the scars 8 and 9 respectively engage 
with their arms 8b and 91) against the triggers 5 and 6 
so as to urge the latter to their starting positions. 

Referring to FIG. 6, it will be seen that in order to 
reliably provide the proper functioning of all of the safety 
elements the trigger plate 20, which carries the pivot '7 
for the triggers, is connected by way of a pair of screws 
25 and 26 ?xedly with the breech piece 21 so as to form 
a unit therewith. 

In order to open the ?rearm, the breech lever 22 
(FIGS. 6 and 7) must be swung to the right, .and in this 
way a breech lever shaft 23, which carries a motion 
transmitting pin 23a and which is ?xed to the breech lever 
22, is swung in the same direction. The motion-transmit 
ting pin 23a extends into a correspondingly formed open 
ing 24a of a breech lock 24 and shifts the latter through 
the distance Y during the swinging of the lever 22. In this 
way the weapon is unlocked so that the barrels can be 
swung down with respect to the stock to have their rear 
open ends exposed to be loaded. 
Inasmuch as the longitudinally shiftable safety member 

18, which is situated between the triggers 5 and 6 for 
longitudinal movement therebetween, has its front end 
18a always in engagement with the breech lock 24, the 
rearward movement of the latter causes a rearward shift 
ing of the safety member 18 into its safety position, as 
will be apparent from the description which follows. The 
safety member 18 is formed with a pair of longitudinal 
slots 7a and 19a which respectively receive the pins 7 
and 19 so that through this pin-and-slot connection of 
the safety member .18 to the trigger plate 20 the safety 
member 18 is guided for longitudinal shifting movement. 
The longitudinally shiftable safety member 18 is shown 

in its safety position in FIG. 1. FIGS. 4 and 6 also show 
the safety member 18 in its rear safety position. 

The ?rearm is opened by “breaking” the weapon so as 
to swing the barrels thereof downwardly with respect to 
the stock. This is done for the purpose of loading the 
?rearm as well as to remove the cartridges which remain 
from the already ?red projectiles. The opening of the 
?rearm takes place by unlocking the breech lock ele 
ments. After the ?rearm is unlocked the barrels are tilted 
downwardly, and as a result the cocking elements which 
are actuated by the breech piece to cock the hammer also 
bring about the operation of the safety structure to shift 
the latter to its safety position. During closing of the 
?rearm, which is to say during return of the barrels to 
their operative positions, the breech lever turns under 
the action of a spring so as to return to its starting posi 
tion and locks the ?rearm by actuating the locking struc 
ture which is connected to the breech lever. The ?rearm 
is now loaded and cocked, and the safety mechanism is in 
its safety position. - 
During the rearward shifting of the longitudinal safety 

member 18 to its rear safety position, a pair of coaxial 
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control pins 16 and 16a, which are respectively ?xed to 
the safety member 13 .and which respectively project from 
the opposed side faces thereof, move respectively along 
the cam portions 12b and 13b of a pair of safety pawls 
12 and 13 which are respectively acted upon by the pres 
sure of a pair of safety springs 15 and 15a, these safety 
pawls 12 and 13 being supported for turning movement 
by a pawl pivot 14- so as to be swung by the springs 15 
and 15a, in response to rearward movement of the con 
trol pins 16 and 16a along the cam portions 12b and 13b, 
forwardly to bring the pawl teeth 12a and 13a into en 
gagernent with safety catches 1b and 2b which are re 
spectively formed in the rear edges of the hammers 1 
and 2 beneath the catch projections 1a and 2a thereof 
which respectively coact with the teeth of the sears 8 
and 9. Simultaneously the teeth 8:: and 9a of the sears 
8 and 9 engage the catch projections 1a and 2a at the 
rear edges of the hammers, and an additional trigger 
safety pin 17 which projects from opposed faces of the 
longitudinal safety member 1% become situated over lugs 
5a and 6a of the triggers 5 and 6 to prevent turning 
of the latter. 

Thus, the ?rearm is loaded and cocked, and the safety 
mechanism is in its safety position. The triggers 5 and 6 
are blocked against operation, so that they cannot raise 
the sears S and 9 away from the catch projections 1a 
and 2a of the hammers. In the event that a blow, impact 
or fall should result in breaking of one of the sears 8 or 
9, or should result in jumping of one of the sears away 
from the hammer, the safety pawls 12 and 13 will never 
theless block the hammers against operation in an abso 
lutely reliable manner. This result is achieved by the 
form of the safety catch projections 1b and 2b, according 
to the invention, as well as by the teeth 12a and 13a of 
the safety pawls 12 and 13 which prevent the release of 
the hammers. 
The release of the safety mechanism of the loaded and 

cocked ?rearm takes place by forward shifting of the lon 
gitudinal safety member 18 so that the control pins 16 
and 16a coact with the cam portions 12b and 13b of the 
safety pawls 12 and 13, which are acted upon by the 
springs 15 and 15a, to swing the pawls 12 and 13 in a 
clockwise direction, as viewed in the drawings, about the 
pivot 14 in opposite to the pressure of the safety springs 
15 and 15a, displacing the pawls to the rear and thus 
bringing their teeth 12a and 13a out of engagement with 
the safety catch projections 1b and 2b of the hammers 
1 and 2. 

If it should happen that there is an unknown breakage 
of a component of the trigger mechanism, such as, for 
example, breakage of a sear 8 or 9 or the sear pivot 19, 
or the inadvertent and unknown jumping or breaking of 
the sear projection 1a or 2a, the ?rearm still cannot be 
placed in a non-safety position. 

This result is achieved because the teeth 12a and 13a 
of the safety pawls 12 and 13 cannot be displaced out of 
the safety projections 1b and 2b of the hammers 1 and 2 
since in the event of such breakage or inadvertent release 
of the sear mechanism, the space required for swinging 
of the safety pawls 12 and 13 away from engagement with 
the hammers is not available, as is apparent from FIG. 
5, and the pressure which can be exerted by an unillus 
trated safety slide on the safety member 18 is no longer 
su?icient to overcome the pressure forces which act on 
the safety pawls by way of the hammer springs 4, the 
safety springs 15 and 15a, and the frictional sliding resist 
anee of the control pins 16 and 16a at the cam portions 
12b and 1317, respectively. Furthermore, this action is aug 
mented by the constructive con?guration of the safety 
catch projections 1b and 2b and the teeth 12a and 13a 
of the safety pawls. 

Thus, with the safety mechanism of the invention the 
possibility of ?ring of an inadvertent shot is fully ex 
cluded. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. In a multiple barrel ?rearm, a trigger plate, a pair 

of triggers situated beside each other ‘and pivoted to said 
plate, an elongated safety member situated and longitu 
dinally shiftable in the space between said triggers, said 
elongated safety member carrying a pair of control pins, 
a pair of swingable hammers respectively formed with 
safety catch projections, a pair of safety pawls respectively 
situated at opposed sides of and pivoted to said trigger 
plate and respectively coacting with said catch projections 
of said hammers for preventing swinging of the latter, said 
safety pawls respectively having cam portions engaged by 
said control pins, respectively, to be controlled thereby 
during longitudinal shifting of said elongated safety mem 
ber, and a pair of springs respectively coacting with said 
safety pawls for urging them into engagement with said 
catch projections of said hammers, so that said hammers 
will be automatically maintained by said safety pawls 
against operation, when said longitudinally shiftable elon 
gated safety member locates said control pins in a posi 
tion releasing said safety pawls to said spring-s, respective 
ly, and said hammers are released for operation when said 
elongated safety member is shiftable to a position where 
said control pins respectively engage said cam portions of 
said safety pawls to displace the latter in opposition to 
said springs to locations where said hammers are free of 
said pawls. 

2. The combination of claim 1 and wherein a pair of 
sears respectively coact with said hammers for also pre 
venting operation thereof until said sears are respectively 
released by said triggers, and means responding to open 
ing of the ?rearm for automatically placing said safety 
pawls in engagement with said catch projections of said 
hammers before engagement of said sears with said ham 
mers. 

3. The combination of claim 2 and wherein said safety 
pawls respectively coact with said hammers at said catch 
projections thereof for preventing operation of said ham 
mers even if the operation thereof is for any reason not 
prevented by said sears or by failure of any other part 
of the ?rearm. 

4. The combination of claim 1 and wherein said ham 
mers are situated beside each other and having common 
turning axes, said triggers also having a common turning 
axis which is parallel to the turning axis of said hammers 
and being situated behind the latter, and said elongated 
safety member which is situated between said triggers en 
gaging a breech lock for being moved longitudinally in 
response to movement of the breech lock during opening 
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and closing of the ?rearm, said control pins having a com 
mon axis and respectively extending from opposed sides 
of said elongated safety member and said safety pawls 
also being situated on opposite sides of said safety mem 
ber and having a common turning axis parallel to the axes 
of said hammers and triggers, said pawls being respec 
tively situated between said hammers and triggers and 
said hammers respectively having rear edges formed with 
said catch projections with which said safety pawls re 
spectively coact, said rear edges of said hammers respec 
tively being formed with a pair of additional catch projec 
tions and a pair of sears respectively coacting with said 
additional catch projections and with said triggers, said 
elongated safety member having a rear safety position and 
carrying trigger safety pins which respectively coact with 
portions of said triggers to prevent turning thereof when 
said elongated safety member is in said rear position 
thereof, said control pins being shiftable with said elon 
gated safety member to a rear safety position Where said 
springs respectively swing said pawls into engagement 
with said ?rst-mentioned catch projections, so that both 
said triggers and said hammers are maintained against 
operation. 

5. The combination of claim 4 and wherein when said 
?rearm is closed said hammers are in a cocked position 
engaged by said safety pawls and said triggers are main 
tained against operation by said trigger safety pins of said 
elongated safety member when the latter is in said rear 
safety position thereof, and said sears respectively coact 
ing with said additional catch projections of said ham 
mers to further maintain the latter against operation, said 
elongated safety ‘member being shiftable forwardly to a 
release position where said control pins respectively co 
act with said safety pawls for swinging them away from 
said hammers to release the latter for operation while 
said trigger safety pins are shifted with respect to said 
triggers also to release the latter for operation, so that 
said triggers can then be respectively actuated to raise said 
sears away from said hammers to release the latter for 
?ring the ?rearm. 
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